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ViSimpl   user   manual  
 

Specifications  
 
Note:   This   application   has   not   been   publicly   released   yet,   so   it   might   present   some  
bugs,   malfunctioning   or   errors.   Please   refer   to    sergio.galindo@urjc.es    for   any   bugs,  
questions   and   suggestions.  
 
The   application   requires   a   graphics   card   that   supports   OpenGL   3.3   at   least.   It   is   also  
recommended   (depending   on   dataset   size)   to   use   a   multi-core   CPU   for   parallel  
processing   deployment.  

User   Interface  

Application   bar  
The   application   bar   presents   several   icons   to   perform   several   actions   such   as  
opening   datasets,   showing/hiding   panels   or   configuring   color.  

 

 

 

For   more   information,   click   on   application   menu   “File”   and   “Options”   to   relate   icons   to  
specific   commands.  

File  
Open   BlueConfig:    This   option   will   load   the   circuit   from   the   given   BlueConfig  
file   with   the   specified   target.  

Open   CSV   Files:    This   option   opens   two   dialogs   for   loading   the   network  
description   and   the   activity   to   visualize.  

Open   Subset/Events   File:    This   option   will   load   user-defined   subsets   and  
events.  

Close   dataset:    This   option   closes   current   dataset.   This   option   is   currently  
disabled.   For   loading   a   new   dataset   close   the   application   and   reopen.  

 

mailto:sergio.galindo@urjc.es
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Options  
Toggle   Playback   Dock:    This   will   show   the   playback   dock   when   activated.  

Toggle   Simulation   Config   Dock:    This   button   will   show   the   simulation  
configuration   dock   when   activated.  

Show   selection/Show   groups:    This   option   will   change   the   visualization  
mode.   This   option   is   currently   disabled.  

Update   on   idle:    This   will   reduce   visualization   repaint   calls   to   user   interaction  
(camera   rotation,   etc.)   and   specific   actions.  

Show   FPS   on   idle   update:    Displays   a   label   with   the   current   FPS   rate.   Note:  
This   might   reduce   performance   due   to   interface   update   calls,   so   it   is  
recommended   to   hide   it   when   not   interested   on   measuring   performance.  

Home:    Reset   view   perspective   to   original   values   of   focus   and   camera  
distance.  

Background   Color:    Displays   a   dialog   where   background   color   can   be  
selected.  

Playback   control   panel  

 

The   playback   menu   provides   different   actions   to   manage   visualization   flow.   As  
shown   in   the   image   above,   the   playback   control   panel   shows:   

A    summary    widget   with   the    activity   of   the   current   selection .   User   also  
might   jump   to   the   desired   part   of   the   simulation   by   clicking   on   the   summary.  

A   slider   for   performing   arbitrary   jumps   to   the   desired   parts   of   the   simulation   as  
for   the   summary   widget,   with   the   current   time   of   playback   of   the   left   and   the  
total   one   on   the   right   side.  

Playback   control   buttons   provide   the   typical   video   playback   control   such   as  
“Play/Pause”,   “Stop”,   “Play   at”,   etc.   It   also   allows   the   user   to   perform   “Step   by  
step”   functionality   through   the   “Next”   and   “Previous”   buttons.   The   “Repeat”  
button   will   activate   the   loop   playback,   so   simulation   visualization   will   restart  
from   the   beginning   when   finished.  
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Visualization   control   panel  
 

The   visualization   control   panel   provides   the   controls   for   configuring   the   parameters  
of   the   visualization   process.   Through   these   controls   user   can   adjust:  

The   color   and   size   transfer   function   that   will   be   used   for   representing   the  
activity   of   each   entity.  

Simulation   timestep:    This   is   the   step   (in   time   units)   that   will   be   taken  
everytime   the   application   plays.  

Timesteps   per   second:    The   number   of   timesteps   (with   the   defined   size)   that  
will   be   taken   on   every   second.  

Step   playback   duration   (s):    This   is   the   duration   (in   real   time)   used   for   the  
“Step   by   step”   feature.   For   example:   a   duration   of   5   will   reproduce   the   next  
step   (of   the   defined   “Simulation   timestep”)   interpolating   intermediate   steps  
along   5   seconds.  

 

Decay   function:    This   is   the   duration   of   activation   of   entities.   Decay   will  
determine   the   time   taken   to   transit   color   and   size   transfer   functions   (from   left  
to   right)   for   each   entity   from   the   activation   time   to   a   rest   state.   It   has   to   be  
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configured   considering   “Simulation   timestep”   size   and   “Timesteps   per  
second”.  

Alpha   blending   function:    This   option   provides   two   transparency   modes   for  
representing   the   activity.    Normal   mode    will   compose   transparency   following  
the   typical   “Back   to   front”   render   in   order   to   preserve   coherent   results   in   terms  
of   position,   depth   and   color,   and   should   be   used   when   user   wants   to   perceive  
depth   and   unaltered   colors.    Accumulative   mode    will   add   up   all   the   entities  
on   the   back   of   each   pixel,   mixing   all   the   colors   and   eventually   saturating   to  
white   when   too   much   complexity   is   shown.   This   last   mode   can   be   used   in  
order   to   perceive   a   global   understanding   of   what   is   being   activated  
independently   of   the   depth.   

 
Transfer   function   configuration   dialog  
 

When   the   gradient   widget   is   clicked,   a   dialog   will   appear   with   controls   to   configure  
the   desired   transfer   function.  

This   widget   shows   several   gradient   widgets,   a   list   of   color   presets   and   the   size   range  
configuration   widgets.   The   final   transfer   function   composed   of   the   typical   four   color  
channels:    Red,   Green,   Blue   and   Alpha   components ,   and   also   the   particle    Size .   
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These   channels   can   be   configured   through   the   point   stops   to   establish   the   transition  
between   different   activation   times   of   the   entities.    Left   click    at   the   desired   position  
point   will    create   a   stop    at   the   same   X   and   Y   on   the   Red,   Green,   Blue   and   Alpha  
gradients.   Moving   through   the   X   axis   will   move   all   related   points   horizontally.    Right  
click    on   a   point   will    remove   the   stop    from   all   channels.  

Transfer   function   colors   and   size   evolve   through   time   following   the   transition   from  
left   to   right    on   each   gradient.   This   way   user   might   create   a   greenish   result   by  
placing   the   Red   and   Blue   color   stops   at   the   bottom   and   the   Green   one   on   a   higher  
position   (vertically).   Size   function   is   configured   the   same   way,   but   considering   that  
both   “Min   size”   and   “Max   size”   widgets’   values   correspond   to   the   minimum   and  
maximum   sizes   of   particles.  

The   resulting   transfer   function   can   be   seen   in   both   “Result   (pure)”   and   “Result  
(alpha)”,   being   the   linear   (RGB)   interpolation   of   the   colors   without   Alpha   component  
in   the   first   and   with   Alpha   in   the   second.  
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The   present   color   and   size   transfer   functions   can   be   previewed   or   applied   on   the  
scene   by   pressing   the   “Preview”   or   “Save”   buttons   respectively.   To   discard   changes  
press   “Discard”.  

Clipping   planes  

There   is   a   feature   for   activating   a   couple   of   clipping   planes   that   will   reduce   the  
visualized   particles   to   the   ones   contained   between   both   planes.   This   option   can   be  
activated   in   the    Selection    submenu,   by   checking   the   option   “ Clipping ”.   Then   the  
planes   will   appear   surrounding   the   whole   set   of   elements.   

 

Planes   can   be   fully   configured   by   setting   the   distance   between   them,   their   height   and  
width,   the   color.   Planes   can   also   be   hidden   by   unchecking   the   option   “ Show  
planes ”.    In   addition,   planes   can   be   rotated   and   translated   by   holding   the   “Shift”   key  
and   pressing   left   and   right   mouse   click   respectively.  
 
The   contained   elements   between   both   planes   can   stored   as   the   current   selection   by  
clicking   the   button   “To   Selection”.  

Selection   management  
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In   the   “Selection”   tab   it   can   be   found   a   button   [...]   to   open   the   selection   management  
widget.   This   widget   allows   to   choose   which   elements   are   included   as   part   of   the  
selection   as   well   as   saving   the   current   selection   in   a   text   (.txt)   file.  
 
Elements   can   be   added   or   removed   from   the   selection   list   by   clicking   on   the   buttons  
indicating   the   respective   direction   (<--   and   -->).   Both   lists   accept   advanced   selection  
mode   i.e.   managing   selection   through   Ctrl   and   Shift   keys   for   range   and  
addition/subtraction   selecting.   Once   the   selection   has   the   desired   elements   it   can   be  
saved   to   a   file   on   the   “Export”   tab   and   use   it   as   the   current   selection   by   clicking   on  
“Accept”.   
 

 
 
In   the   “Export”   tab   there   are   several   widgets   to   customize   the   file   exporting   of   the  
current   selection.   The   user   can   set   a   prefix   and   suffix   for   the   exported   GIDs   in   the  
respective   text   boxes   as   well   as   establishing   the   separator   between   them.   For  
custom   separator   check   the   “Other”   option,   using   the   one   provided   in   the   text   box.  
The   path   where   the   file   will   be   stored   can   be   directly   written   or   browsed.   For   saving  
the   selection   to   file   click   on   the   “Save”   button.  
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Grouping  
ViSimpl   incorporates   several   mechanisms   for   creating   visually   differentiable   groups  
of   elements.   They   can   be   created   using   the   current   selection   from   the   selection  
management   panel,   by   clicking   the   button   “ Add   group ”.   Then,   a   dialog   asking   for  
the   subset   name   will   appear,   and   after,   a   visual   group   will   be   added   to   the   Groups  
tab.  
 

 
 
Groups   can   also   be   imported   using   a   JSON   file   from   the   Groups   tab.   When   pressing  
the   button   “ Import   from… ”,   a   dialog   will   appear   with   the   groups   to   be   created.   This  
option   can   only   be   done   once   or   after   clearing   the   groups.  
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Keys   and   shortcuts:  
The   following   actions   can   be   performed   by   clicking   the   button,   selecting   the   option   at  
menu   bar   and   pressing   the   corresponding   key   combination:  

Ctrl   +   B:    Change   background   color  

Ctrl   +   Shift   +   B:    Open   BlueConfig   file.  

Ctrl   +   T:    Show/Hide   “Simulation   configuration”   menu.  

Ctrl   +   P:    Show/Hide   “Playback   control”   menu.  

Ctrl   +   Q:    Close   application.  
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NeuroTessMesh   user   manual  

Specifications  
Software  releases  for  Windows  10  and  Ubuntu  16.04  available  at            
gmrv.es/neurotessmesh .  
The  application  requires  a  graphic  card  that  supports  OpenGL  4.0  at  least.  NVIDIA              
offers  support  for  GPU  tessellation  from  the  GTX  400  serie  on,  and  ATI/AMD  from               
Radeon  HD  5000  serie  on.  Previous  series  of  both  companies  are  not  able  to               
tessellate   and   consequently   the   mesh   refinement   will   not   work.  
Note:  The  GPU  Tessellation  on  Intel  graphics  cards  is  present  only  on  certain              
models,   for   more  
information  you  can  visit  the  next  link:  Supported  APIs  and  Features  for  Intel®               
Graphics   Drivers .  

User   interface  
Load  scene  or  neuron  morphology.  (Neuron  morphology  must  be  described  following            
the SWC  format  (  see  an  example  here   ).  Scenes  composed  of  several  neurons                
must   be   described   using   a   xml   specific   format   (     see   an   example   here     )).  
 

 

 

http://gmrv.es/neurotessmesh
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/support/graphics-drivers/000005524.html
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/support/graphics-drivers/000005524.html
http://research.mssm.edu/cnic/swc.html
http://neuromorpho.org/dableFiles/yuste/CNG%20version/GA02327c1.CNG.swc
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B-2-am2DUUmKUmo4Q3Y5bjNVWDQ/view?usp=sharing
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Configuration   panel  
● Tessellation   params:  

○  Subdivision  level:  maximum  level  of  subdivisions  for  the  visualization           
[1-30].  

○ Distance  threshold:  further  distance  to  which  the  subdivision  is  applied           
[0-1],   being   1   the   camera   maximum   visibility   distance.  

○ Tangent  smoothing:  scales  the  modulus  of  the  orientation  vectors          
applied  to  smooth  the  neurite  trajectories  [0-1],  being  0  no  smoothing            
and   1   the   maximum   smoothing.  

● Tessellation   criteria:  
Select  the  tessellation  criteria  applied  in  the  subdivision  between          
Homogeneous  (same  level  of  subdivisions  for  all  the  mesh  )  and  Camera             
Distance   (the   level   of   subdivisions   is   higher   near   the   camera).  
 

 
 

Render   Options   Panel  
● Color:   select   the   color   for   each   of   the   following   entities.  

○ Background  
○ Neuron  
○ Selected   neuron  
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● Render  piece  selection:  select  the  parts  (full,  only  somata,  only  neurites  or             

nothing)  of  the  neuron  to  visualize.  This  selection  can  be  done  independently             
for   each   of   the   following   types   of   neurons.  

○ Neuron  
○ Selected   neuron  

 

 
 

Edit   And   Save   panel  
● Select  Neuron:  select  the  target  neuron  from  a  list  of  the  neurons  in  the               

current   scene.  
● Parameters:   different   parameters   to   modify   the   reconstructed   neuronal   mesh.  

○ Radius  factor:  scales  the  radius  of  the  initial  sphere  used  to  generate             
the   soma.   [0-1].  

○  Neurite  [n]  factor:  factor  that  multiplies  the  distance  from  the  neurite  n              
to  the  soma.  0:  Distance=0  (on  the  soma  surface).  1:  Current            
distance*2  

● Save   button:   save   the   actual   mesh   reconstruction   to   “obj”   file.  
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Scene   camera   controls  
● Rotation:   mouse   left   button   +   mouse   movement  
● Translation:   mouse   scroll   button   +   mouse   movement  
● Zoom   In/Out:   mouse   scroll  

Use   case  
1. Load   a   “swc”   file.  
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2. Visualize  and  navigate  through  the  reconstructed  neuronal  mesh  using  the           
scene   camera   controls   as   previously   explained   in       User   interface       section.  

 
 

3. Change   the   render   options.  
In  this  example  the  Subdivision  level  has  been  increased  to  10,  the  Distance                
threshold  has  been  also  increased  and  the  Tessellation  criteria  has  been              
modified   to       Homogeneous       criteria.  
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4. Modify   the   soma   reconstruction   params.  
In  this  example  the  soma  volume  has  been  decreased  setting  the  Radius              
factor  to  0.75  and  the  starting  points  of  the  neurites  have  been  displaced              
using   the       Neurite   [n]   factors.  

 
 

5. Save   the   result   mesh   to   “obj”   file.  

 

 


